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SECTIOl\[IA

1' If a function f(z): u(r,y)+iu(r,y) of a complex variable z: nii,y isanalytic at apoint z : z0 then at that point the following conditions hold

0u 0u
0r 0y
0u 0u
0r 0y'
0u 0u
av oy'
0u 0u
o'y oy '

, 2. The Fourier transform r14 = | [* at u--,71t1of a real function /(t) necessarily

satisfies(Note: F-(r,.r) is *" **ot#"{;f*"te of F(ar).)

A. ,F'(r,.') - r'(-cr) .

B. r(o): r'(-or) .

C. F(w): -F-(u)
D. F(a;) : P'(a) .

3. The second-order algebraic surface given O, # * # - i = - 1. represeuts

A. an ellipsoid

B. a hyperboloid of one sheet.

C. a hyperboloid of two sheets.

D. a cone of second order.

4' A linear system is grven by the relations i: -2x + ay, i! - r+y. The condition to be
satisfied by for an arbitrary point in this linear system to be a saddle point is

A. a> -2.
B. -:<a<-2.
C. a<-9/4.

' D. a: -s/4 .

' 5. The ratio of the spect of an electron in tiro grounri statc (i.e. in the first Bohr orbit) of a
hydroge: atom to the speed of light in free space is of the order of

A. r.
B. 1/10.

c. 1/100.

D. r/r000.

^0u0uA 0r 0y

B y:y
0r 0y
0u 0u\-/' a": a*

D. 0' 
- -0'u0r 0r
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6. The uncertainty product LrLp, for a one dimensional harmonic oscillator in the ground

state is (wher. C" and Ap, are the uncertainties in position and momentum respectively)

A. fL.

B. rrl2.

c. h,|4.

D. 0.

T. The number of bound states supported by an attractive potential described by the Dirac-

delta function in three dimensions is

4. 0.

B. 1.

c. 2.

D. oo.

g. The degeneracy of the ground state of a three dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator is

A. 0.

B. 1.

c. 2.

D. oo.

g. The number of degrees of freedom for five particles constrained to move on the surface of

a sphere is

A. 5.

B. 10.

c. 15.

D. 0.

10. A linear triatomic molecule such as carbon dioxide has

A. three vibrational modes, all at the same frequency.

B. four vibrational modes, two of which are at the same frequency.

c. four vibrational modes, each at a distinct frequency.

D. three vibrational modes, each at a distinct frequency.
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11. Flom the Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the Lagrangian

- m/ d,r\z , ^drt:i (r"*i) *mtt'rt*

it follows that I describes

A. a particle moving in a time independent harmonic potential.

B. a free particle.

C. a particle moving in a time dependent harmonic potential.

D. a particle moving in a linear potential.

12. Ifthe Lagrangian describing the motion of a particle of mass rn is t : **I2 +! , *her" k

is a constant and r is the position vector of the particle, which of the following statements

is false ?

A. The total energy of the particle is conserved.

B. The Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector associated with the particle is conserved.

C. The angular momentum of the particle is conserved.

D. The linear momentum of the particle is conserved:

1g. If the electostatic field at a point r d.ue to a system of static charges is E1(r) and that due

to another system is E2(r) then the electrostatic energy density at r is given by

A. * (pr(') .Er(')).
2 \-

ts *fBt(') -e?('))2\'
c. *(er(') +Er('))'

2 \'
D *tnl(') +83('))2\

14. If kR and kr denote the real and imaginary parts of the wave vector k of a plane elec-

tromagnetic wave propagating in a conducting medium then its wavelength (.\) inside the

medium is given by

A. \-2rlkn.
B. ), - 2n lb.
C. )' - 2n llkl. r,

D. A-2trl(kn+tkr).

:i-:
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15. The Poynting rector has the dimensions of

A. enerry/(time x a,rea).

B. energy/(time x volume).

C. (energy x time) /volume'

D. (energy x volume)/time.

16. The electric and the magnetic fields at a point due to a moving charge depend on

A. only the velocity and the retarded pobition of the movi:rg charge'

B. only the acceleration and the reta^rded position of the moving charge '

C. only the velocity and the acceleration of the moving charge'

D. the velocity, the acceleration and the reta.rded position of the moving cha.rge.

17. The specific heat at constant volume of a.n ideal Fermi gas, at temperatures ? << 1'5 ( ?p

is the Fermi temperature) varies with temperature as

A. Ta.

B. rlT.
C. T.

D. 73.

18. If a thermodynamic system with fixed number of pa.rticles, volume and temperature is at

equilibrium, then which of the following has a minimum?

A. Gibbs free enerry.

B. Helmholtz free energY'

C. Heat capacity'

D. Entropy.

19. Rotations by which of the following angles is not a possible symmetrJ operation for a

crystal lattice?

.2nA. T radrans.

2rll_ 
- 

rartialrs.
4

c. ?1 radians.
6

-2nD. 7 radlans.
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20.

22. Which one

comparison

lI-s6

Two type I superconductors are separated by a thin insulating layer. To observe the
Josephson effect in this system, the thickness of the insulating layer is of the order of

A. 20nm.

B. 1000 A.

C. 1000nm.

D. 20 A.

For a free electron of energy .E and wave vector k inside a periodic potential, the group

velocity un is given by

A. 7rE.
dk
dEB' h 
dk'

TdE
(-l\-/' 

h, dk'
TdEt)'J' h dk'

of the following is not true for a junction field effect transistor (JFET) in
with a bipolar junction transistor (BJJ).

A. The input impedance of a JFET is greater than that of BJT.

B. JF'trT has a higher current gain than a BJT.

C. JFtrT has a lower gain-bandwidth product than a BJT.

D. JFET is slower than a BJT.

2J. An npn transistor with (y :0.98 is operatcd in the comrnon base configuratiott. If the

emitter current is 5 mA and the reverse saturation current is 10 pA, then the base current

is (a is the low voltage current amplification factor)

A. 90 pA.

B. 0.09 pA.

C. 5 mA.

D. 9.91 mA.

24. The speed of an electromagnetic wave propagating through a medium with dielectric con-

stant e : 10e0, where ee is the dielectric constant in free space, is

A. cl'/n.
B. t/n c.

C. cf L0'

D. 10c.
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25. Right and left circularly polarized monochromatic light beams with the angular frequency

a., and wave vector k propagating in the positive r direction are coherently superposed.

The resultant light beam is best described by

A. cos(kr - ut).

B. cos(kr -ut) *esin(kn-wt)-
C. cos(kr - ut) * z sin(kr - wl;) -

D. cos(kr - ut) * sin(kr - wt).
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SECTION-B
26. The value of the contour integral [" d, z2 where C is a unit circle in the complex plane

centered at the origin and traversed in an anti clockwise direction, is

A. r13.

B. (1 + i) 13.

c. (1 - i,)13.

D. 0.

2T . The residue of the complex function f (r) : # at z - 'i is

1'A
2i
;

B. -!.2
c. 1.

D. 0.

28.'Ihe Fourier transform f fU - l: rtrf (r)e-ikt ofthe function f ("): s-anz; a > 0 is

A. XQe-n'/+o.

B' yQe-akz '

C' yEeikl\fr '

D' Uq"*kz /aa '

29. A 7 x 7 complex matrix has 3 zerc eigenralues. From this information alone one can

conclude that its rank must be

A. equal to 3.

B. equal to 4.

C. greater than or equal to 4 but less than 7.

D. less than or equal to 3.

2n*l
30. The power series DLo ; ^@ - 312)" converges at(2n*1)'

A. n :0.
B. tr:-L. ,'

C. r :3.
D. r = 5f 4.
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The value of inte gral [" z dz

below is

A: o.

B. 1.

c.2. 0

D. 4. -1

gz. Let r - (t _ t')10+t')i+Zt11t+t')i+t, where i, j and t ate unit vectors inthe r,y
and z directions respectively and f € IR. The tip of the vector describes

' A. an ellipse in the plane z : I.

B. a parabola in the PlanQ z :1.
C. a circle in the plane z - I.

D. a circle in the plane z:L except the point tr * -I,A - 0, z:L.

along the open curve C in the complex z plane as shown

33. The substitution ff = cosf reduces the equation (1 - ,\#

A #.#fi:o
B ffi:o
c #.#ff:o
D #-#ff:a
If [f , p,] : u fi. then lftu , p"l equals

A. 0.

B. 4ihft.

C. \ihp,.

D. sihfr4.

The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian iI -- (l :)
turbation for Vo ) 0, 1 ) .\ > 0, is

A. Yo(l + 
^') 

and Vs(2 + A').

B. Vo(1,- ,\2) and Vo(z - 12).

C. %(1 - ,\2) and %(Z + ,\2).

D. %(1 + l') and %(2 - 
^2).

-"y-otodr

34.

35. + ,\yo (l l) upto the second order per-

10
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t(i; )

iG;)
sj-

sj:

C.

D.

36.

37.

38.

39.

J-IL
For two spin-l/2 particles the difference between tlre expectation values of the operator 31 '

Sz in thelriplet and the singlet states (where Sr, S, are the corresponding spin operators)

is

A. flz.

B. fr' 14.

c. 3h2 14.

D. r,? 12.

In relativistic quantum mechanics, which of the following is the correct representation of

the spin operatorr (Sj) for a spin-If2 particle (Here {"i} denote the Pauli spin-rnatrices

and / the 2 x 2 identitY matrix)

A. sj:

B. sj:

Typical spin-orbit coupling energy (A.Et-s) for a Hydrogen atom in the ground state, in

terms of relativistic enerSi @"') and fine-structure constant ("), varies as

A. m?a.

B. mc2a2.

C. mc2a3.

D. mc2a4.

A relativistic particle of rest mass rn6 is moving with a speed u. The value of u at which

its kinetic energy is equal to its rest mass energy (rn6c2) is

A. u : clZ.

B. u - cl4.

C. u : clfr.
D. ,-"(fr-1).

11
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40. A particle of mass rrz moving with velocity v1 leaves a region in which its potential energy

is a constant tl and enters another in which its potential energy is a different constant

U2. If.g1 an4 02 arethe angles between the normal to the plane and the velocities v1 and

v2 of the particle before and after passing the plane of separation of the two regions, then

A. 
UZ

U1

B. 
UZ

U1

C. 
UZ

U1

4r.

D."-rmu1 V' mui

The constraint conditions for a bead moving on a smooth circular wire of rarlius r centered

at the origin and lying in the yz-plane, are

A. tr:0, a2+22-12.
B. z:0, 12+u2:12.

C. A:0, 12+22:12.
D- a:z-0, r:r'

If. L*, Lo,, L" d.enote the components of angular momentum operator and f", br,fr, those of

the linear momentum operator then lL*,lLn, P,Jl + lLo,,lP,, L"ll is equal to

A. 0.

B. L,.

c. fi,.
D. L* + Lo.

4J. A solid spherical object (of radius r and mass rn) is rolling down (without slip) along an

inclined plane which makes an angle 0 with the horizontal line. Acceleration of the particle

(in terms of the acceleration due to the gravity g) is

A. ?g sine.

B. ?g sin? -

C. |o sin g.

D. g sin 0.

42.

t2

lr+ 4vr+uz)l' m'ui'
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44. A bead of mass n-L can slide without friction on a vertical hoop of radius R. The hoop

rotates at a constant angular speed c,.,r about a vertical axis passing through the centre of
the hoop as shown:

46.

The Lagrangian for the system, including effects of gravity, can be expressed in terms of
the generalized co-ordinate 0 as

A. )^R'0' + )*R'w2 sin2 0 + meilcos d.

1

B. |*R'z|' + 
|*R'zwz 

+ rnsRcos 0.

C. *mazez + !*R2w2 sinz 0 + mgR22
D. |*n'/J' + |mT'w| sin2 0 - msilcos 0 .

For a system in three dimensions described by the Lagrang ian L : TTL (#)' * o1*' *

A2) +b22, where n'L)a,b are constants, which of the following statements is true

A. The total energy, the linear momentum p urrd ungular momentum L are conserved.

B. The total energy, linear momentum p and the r and y components L*, Ln of the

angular momentum are conserved.

C. The total energy and the z-component L, of. the angular momentum are conserved.

D. The total energy, r and g components p*, py of the linear momentum and the angular

momentum L are conserved.

The Lagrangian for a system described by the Ha,miltonian H - fi""' + V(r) is

A. 3* 
r, 

"o, - V (*).rr. 
2 

.t' w Y \*). 
o

B. T f'""" +V(r). '

C. ?i'"-"'-V(*)..)
Lq

D. T *'"-"" *V(r).
2

45.

13



47. The electrostatic potential for a system

constants, The clectric ficld E(t) at the

. oBe-7,A. -', i.
T

B. o"-u, B).
ro

r: ae-0,0 - p)t
v'r'z'

ae_e,. (1 + B)ill

12

l- tG

o-0,
d0) - a 

=, 
where a and, Br

4p A long cylinder carries a charge density, p: er, where cy is a constant and r denotes the
distance from its axis. The magnitude of the electric field at a point inside the cylinder at
a distance r from the axis of the cylinder is

A. ! nor'.
€6

1B. -:- Tar'z.
J6o

)
11U. ;- 7tAT.

J€o

D. ,L- ort.
4tre6 

--'

49. The magnitude of the magnetic fielcl, due to an infinite uniform surface current K - Ki
covering the ry plane at point located at a distance d from the ry plane, is

A' FoK '

B. 0.

t4Ku' 
2,1

Dfrc
50' If thc clectric ficld E(r,t) of a plane wave propagating in a gonducting medium along

the positive z-direction is E(z,t) : E6fsi'("'-ot) * 
"*i(n"z*wt)] 

i, where K - KR*,in1, th;
corresponding magnetic field B(r,t) is given by

A. B(r,t) : Eolol 
1 

"i(nz-wt) 
a ,*i(n* z-wt)J j.

' (r) ["

B. B(r,t) - 
EoKnS"i(rc2-wt) 

a 
"-i(n*z-wt)J 

j.
' (^) l"

C. B(r,tJ : 
*[^"'t^z-wt) a **"-i(n'z-rr)] j.

D. B(r,t): 
rylei(nz*wt) - "-i(n*z-wt)] 

j. *

is given by

point r is

I4
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51' The Lagrangian which appropriately describes the motion of a particle of charge g and
mass m in an externai electromagnetic field specified by the ,"ulu. potential / and thevector potential A is

A. L-**f -q(O-A.')
B. L-*^i2-q@+A.i).
C. L-**r.2+ q(O-A.i).
D. L-**f2+q(d+A.i).

The acceleration dependent part of the electric and magnetic
radiation zone due to a moving charge depends on its retarded
its velocity to be much less than that of light)

A. R.

B. R2.

c. p-2.

D. r,-t.

at a temperature fi is Zy.
its value at a temperature

:i:

52. fields at a point in the
distance ,B as (assuming

53' If a quantity of heat Q added to an ideal monoatomic gas, at constant volume? results in a
tcmperature change of' AT, then the heat input required to produce the same temperat're
change at constant pressure is

A. !,o
IB;a

cia
)D:A
J

54- The value of the translational partition function for Ar gas
If the mass of the gas is m and occupies a volume v then
Tz : T, /4, assumin g m and V to be constant, is

A. AZt.
1

B. 12.,.
4'
1c iz,
1Di"' 

'

15
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55. The equation of state of a 3-dimensional ideal Fermi gas is glven by the relation

where p is the pressure, T temperature, D is the number density of particles, ep is the
Fermi energy, and C is a constant. Then the specific heat per particle at constant volume
c, is given by

A fn"
B. skBc (W\

2 \cP)
7P (kur\c. 1'"T t;l

D *ry(H)
56. The temperature at which the thermal de Broglie wavelength becomes comparable to the

average separation of particle of number density I02L f m3 of a 3-dimensional ideal gas of
23.Ma is

A. L p,K.

B. 0.1 pK.

C. 10 pK.

D. 100 pK.

57. Consider the particle decay A -+ B + C, where B and C are produced in a relative P
state of angular momentum. If the intrinsic parity of B is *1 and that of C is -1, then
the intrinsic parity of A is

A. -1.
B. +1.

c. 0.

D. *1.

58. A particle of rest mass m and total energy B collides with a stationa,ry particle of equal

mass. If E ) fir, the energy available in the centre of momentum system for particle
creation is proportional to

A. E.

B. \8.. '.

c. pz.

D. 28. &

e:?,,^lr_#. (Y)'l

16
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59. The correct pair of Miller indices for Bragg reflections from a BCC and a FCC crystal
respectively are

A. (1 0 0); (1 1 0).

B. (1 I 0); (1 1 1).

C. (3 1 0); (1 0 0).

D. (1 1 1); (2 0 0).

Considering atoms as hard and uniform spheres that are packed closely together in a face

centered cubic structure, the fraction of the volume occupied by the atoms is

A. 52%.

B. 65%.

c. 74y .

D. 88%.

The value of Land6 g factor for amagnetic ion in the uSr/rstate is

A. 1.

B. 2.

c. 3.

D. 1712.

62. The ratio of the interplanar spacing of (1 1 0) and (1 I 1) planes in a simple cubic crystal
is

A. I, tE.
B. rt, '/5.
C. ,/5, 'fi.
D. ,fr, L

63. For a crystal, in which the speed of sound is c/10000 (where c is speed of light) and the

number density of atoms is lA27 fm3, the Debye temperature is approximately

A. 2I<.

B. 20 K.

c. 200 K,

D. 500 K.

60.

61.

L7
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66.

67.

T- 56

If a superconducting sample of lead has a critical magnetic field of 6.5x 104 ampere/meter
and a critical temperature of 7 K in zero magnetic field then the critical magnetic field at
3.5 K is

A. 0.9 x 104 Alm.

B. 4.9 x 104 A/m.

C. 5.7 x 104 A/m.

D. 6.5 x 104 A/m.

The Debye temperatures of two isomorphous ionic solids A and B arc 300 K and 250 K
respectively. If the lattice heat capacity of A at 5 K is 0.050 J/mol.K, then the ',ralue of
heat capacity of. B at 2.5 K is

A. 0.0864(mol . K).
B. 0.050J/(mol . K).

C. 0.0LLJ l(mol . K).

D. 0.0014(mol .K).

If the electrons in a semiconductor with mobility 7 x 10-3 m2 fVs are accelerated by an
applied electric field strength of 1V/cm then the drift velocity is

A. 70m/s.

B. 7 x 10-3m/s.

C. 7 x t0-5m/s.

D. 0.7mf s.

The reverse saturation current (Icso) of the collector base junction of a BJT is found to
be 10 nA at low collector voltages. If ttre low voltage current anrplification f'actor a -
0.98, then the change in collector current (Ic"o), with its base open, when the collector
voltage is increased to cause an increase of L.0% in o is

A. 480 nA.

B. 480 mA.

C. 980 nA.

D. 500 pr,A.

68. In the op-amp circuit given below if. R1, is increased three times then the output voltage
Vo Rr

A. does not increa,se.

B. becomes three times.

C. bbcomes one third.

D. becomes equal to (fulRr) . %.

+

vo

18
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69. The equivalent circuit of the logic circuit given below is

A

B

c

A

B

c

B

A

c

A.
A

B

c

B.

C.

D.

A

$

c

19
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70. The timing diagrams for a two input oR gate are given below'

The timing diagram corresponding to the output' F is

C.

A.

D.

Tr. A He-t{e Iaser beam of intensity 1 mW, radius r -0.5 mm is positioned at a distance of

d, : 2m in front of the eye and the entire beam enters the pupil' The intensity of the

beam at the ;;ti"" of youi eye when you look directly into the beam is

A. 196 kW/m2.

B. 392 kW/m2.

C. 196 W/m2.

D. 196 MW l^'-
72. For a prane wave propagating with a phase velocity up: o6, where '\ is the wavelength,

the grouP velocitY u, is

A up**l; '.

2

B. ?,)p* o {\-
C ?J' 

q

,2

D. 't)p-Zr/,

20
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73' Symmetric diffraction rings are formed on a screen placed at a clistance of l.g m froma circular aperture of 0.5 mm diameter, illuminated by a monochromatic light of wave-length-680 nm' The angle made by the second dark ring observed on the screen with

reference to the symmetry axis of the setup is

A. 2.72 mrad.

B. 1.36 mrad.

C. 5.44 mrad.

D. 1.51 mrad

74' Consider the zeroth order bright fringe formed in the Young's double slit experiment
illuminated by a white light source. The separation between the slits is b and is kept at
a distance of z from the screen. If one of the slits is covered by a transparent plate of
thickness / and refractive index n, the lateral displacement of the bright fiinge is 

^

A. (n - I)tz/b.
B. ntz f b.

C. (, + L)tz /b.
D. (n - I)tzb.

75' The relationship between four physical quantities ?, k,a and,C is given by the equation

r-t(n+c\"'
a \ 2 )

If T and k are the rneasured quantities then which one of the following statements is
correct?

A' The r-intercept of the graph between Tz on the g-axis and k onthe r-axis leads to
the value of a.

B' The slope of the graph between ? on the y-axis and, k2 on the r-axis lead.s to the
value of a.

C' The slope of the graph between T on the y-axis and C on the r-axis leads to the
value of. a.

D' The slope of the graph between T2 on the y-axis and & on the r-axis leads to the
value af. a.

21


